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N A FORMER issue of this Journal, Philip L.Scowcroft pointed to some similarities between
some chamber works of Louise Farrenc and Louis Spohr, especially the nonets of both
composersr. It is very likely that Farrenc knew Spohr's Nonet in F major, Op.3l, of 1813
when she wrote her own in 1849. But there is a gap of more than three decades between the two
works, a time with a rapid diversification of ideas about music. So what do we know about the
relationship of both composers?
In 1844 Spohr decided to make his "customary summer journey" to Paris this year "in order
to show his wilb the grandeur of that brilliant capital and to visit at the same time the
international exhibition of industry"'. As on all his journeys Spohr met a lot of musicians. On
July 2 his wife Marianne wrote in her diary: "ln the morning again various visits, among them
Mr Farrenc with his musical wife and daughter, quite agreeable. They invited us to pass a musical
evening."3
It is astonishing that Marianne Spohr announced Louise Farrenc as just the wife of Aristide
Farrenc, although at the time Louise had been professor of piano at the Paris Conservatoire for
two years. Maybe the Spohrs would have a more detailed opinion about the Farrencs if they ever
participated in a soirde at this family home and we would know more about it.
But another eminent composer of the nineteenth century links Spohr with Farrenc. The
Denmark-based Friedrich Kuhlau, born in 1786 in Uelzen, attended the same school in
Brunswick as Spohr, the Katharineum. But they were there at different times, however, for Spohr
left it before 1799 when he became a member of the Brunswick court orchestraa, while Kuhlau
was educated there in 1802/035. Kuhlau was not a violinist like Spohr but played the flute and
so about a quarter of his compositions are for flute. This was of interest to Aristide Farrenc who
was not just a flautist himself but also a music publisher. In a letter from March 14, 1830, Kuhlau
announced to Farrenc: "I started for you: Op,l0l Variations for flute and piano on a very lovely
theme fiom L.Spohr's opera,/essonda. When I have linished with that I will further write for you
three duos for two flutes. I hope to send you both works at the end of April or May."6In May
Kuhlau's Danish publisher, Carl Christian Lose, advertised that these two works would be issued
at the same time in the publishing houses of Lose in Copenhagen and Farrenc in ParisT.
It is understandable that a Danish publisher was interested in an arrangement from Jessonda
for Spohr was a popular composer in the Scandinavian countries. But he was not very popular
in Frances. So why did Aristide Farrenc bring out a work based on an opera by a composer nearly
unknown to French concertgoers?
As early as 1825 the correspondent of a popular German journal reported that after
performances of Weber's Freischiitz and Preciosa in Paris, Spohr's Jessonda should be
translated into French too.
But while Freischlitz was a success Preciosa failed. Thus, the correspondent did not believe
that Jessonda would be performed soone. Four years later, in 1829, the Paris publisher Marescot
issued a vocal score of Spohr's operaro. B:ut Jessonda was not performed in Paris at this time.

Friedrich von Raumer complained in a letter of May 4, 1830: "l have not visited the German
opera yet. The chorus, Haitzinger and Miss Fischer are lauded but anything else is said to be
mediocre. Fallaciously, someone has chosen Spohr's Faust instead of his Jessonda. Bibianaby
Pixis seems to have made no great impression."rr
Faust failed, indeed: "The music of the opera Faust did not please the Parisians. The Paris
newspapers admit that Spohr composes splendid quartets and quintets but they do not find much
originality in his music for the stage. They just praise his artful instrumentation. One of the
papers laments about the tremendous forest of notes which assails the listener's ears throughout
the whole piece and do not let them take breath ... One aria, sung by Haitzinger, had to be
repeated. However, this very aria was not composed by Spohr but by an Italian master and
inserted in the opera by Haitzinger in the manner of other singers."12
In 1842 a German opera company settled in Paris for several weeks. The Paris correspondent
of the Wiener Allgemeine Musik-Zeitureg, Ferdinand Braun, believed that it was a convenient time
because no German opera company had been there for ten years and because a prominent French
musician fought for German music: "Didn't Berlioz start his crusade eight to ten years ago, didn't
he argue with tireless enthusiasm and didn't he plant his banner laudably on the demolished
ruins? On the banner were four names: Gluck, Beethoven, Weber, Mozart. Berlioz said and wrote
all that is possible to say in the world; the names became finally known ... The audience was
never better prepared for the reception of a German opera company."13 He added: "Unfortunately,
the opera company was mediocre. At first they staged Der Freischiitz by Weber, which was
played successfully atthe Grand Opdra a few weeks ago. Contrary to the earlier production, this
company lacked both a good conductor and good singers."ra
This was the "preparation" of the Paris audience when this very company announced Spohr's
Jessonda. Exactly when the French joumals reviewed this mise-en-scdne we do not know. Did
the critics review the pertbrmance or just the opera's score? Braun cited the review by Henri
Blanchard: "Jessonda takes a place in the repertoire but it is not adapted to excite the popular
enthusiasm. It is a piece of art, curious to hear but
to be honest
which only gained a decent
- result"r6. Indeed, Jessonda
result."r5 Braun added a question mark to Blanchard's term "decent
was not just a "decent result" but one of the most popular German operas of its timerT. On the
other hand, Spolu declared that his music "is not adapted to please the multitude and excite the
popular enthusiasm" like Weber's Freischiitzts.Inthis case, Blanchard's estimation is quite right.
But not only the music itself hindered the popularity of Jessonda in France but also a
dramaturgical element, v€ry important for the French opera. B.Davons, a reviewer who declared
that he disliked the music of Spohr, Berlioz and Hal6vy, hinted at this element: the choruses in
Jessonda are hardly importantre. From Lully's tragddie lyrique to Meyerbeer's grand opdra the
Parisian audience was used to enjoying sweeping tableaux with choruses. Berlioz also stated that
"the chorus had got hardly any occasion to scintillate in this sad opera."2o
Another of Berlioz's points of criticism is remarkable: "lt is surprising that Spohr, one of the
most able German violinists, makes little use of the violins in this opera."2r In many of Spohr's
works, the parts for the first violins are very difficult. Often the consequence is that the chosen
tempo of a Spohr performance is not the tempo intended (and prescribed) by Spohr but much
slower so the first violins are able to play their parts without mistakes. This maybe leads to a
sufficient perfbrmance but never to a great performance22. Indeed, Blanchard noted that the
orchestra's performance was not great but sufficient23. And an orchestra which produces only a
sufficient performance thereby produces music which sounds "cold, monotonous and also
tedious" which is similar to Edmond Viel's description of the Parisian -Iess ondaza. For this reason
another French reviewer assessed: "We confess that the mediocre and incoherent execution does

not allow us to make a definitive and well-rounded judgment about this estimable opera."25
Probably this ultimate problem caused also the rejection of Spohr's music in nineteenth century
France26. When Clive Brown states: "The carping reception which Jessonda met with in April
1842 contrasted sharply with the enthusiasm it had elicited in London two years earlier"27, this
indicates that different standards of musical performances applied in London. A lot of British
musicians visited Spohr in Kassel to become acquainted with his music, e.g. William Stemdale
Bennett. Others went to Kassel to study the violin with him, e.g. Henry Blagrove and Thomas
Mawkes. These musicians knew how to play Spohr. But British pupils of Spohr are a topic for
another essay. It is likely that Farrenc's edition of Kuhlau's arrangement from 1830 did not turn
out a commercial success in France because Jessonda was not performed there at this time. And,
for sure, the mediocre production of 1842 was no argument to persuade anyone to buy Kuhlau's
arrangement.
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